
 

 

Sin City  

Orders from God  

Note: It may be possible at this point that we intercut the Brother Mercy and Wendy gameplay 

and storylines more than once.  However, they are included here in their entirety for clarity.      

CHAPTER 9 – ORDERS FROM GOD – START 

LEVEL 1 – INT. THE PINK TROMBONE CASINO 

BEAT 1A – GIRLS, GIRLS, GIRLS 

Brother Mercy rounds a corner and has the drop on Wendy and the Girls who are attacking the 

Casino.   

CHARACTER SWITCH TO BROTHER MERCY 

He tells Wendy where she can find the Gladiator Pits and Miho.  Wendy nods, and then moves 

out.  Brother Mercy searches the Casino for Lachay, smoking anyone who gets in his way. 

BEAT 1B – I ONCE WAS BLIND, BUT NOW CAN SEE 

In the distance, Brother Mercy catches sight of Lachay, surrounded by his goons, heading toward 

the rooftop.  Brother Mercy gives chase. 

LEVEL 2 – ROOFTOP OF THE PINK TROMBONE – HELIPAD 

BEAT 2A – THE TOWER OF BABEL 

Brother Mercy fights his way to the Rooftop, eventually reaching a HELIPAD, where a CHOPPER 

is idling.  There, he confronts Lachay.  Brother Mercy kills the pilot, but Lachay gets to the 

MINIGUN attached to the side of the chopper and opens fire. 

BEAT 2B – HELLFIRE 

Boss Battle with Lachay.  Lachay will use the weaponry on the Chopper, including the MINIGUN.  

To defeat Lachay, Brother Mercy must destroy the Chopper, causing it to explode and driving 

Lachay out into the open.  Then, Mercy can finish him off.   

Mercy hovers over what remains of Lachay and checks him off the list.  Three down and two to 

go.  But if Lachay was desecrating the artifacts and St. Jude’s bones, then he must be something 

as well.   He looks closer at the body.  Tears open his shirt.  The symbol of the Crusaders.  That 

is why the church and Father Frank wanted them destroyed.  The Pink Trombone was being run 

by the enemies of the church.  Mercy takes out his blade and removes the “tattoo” from Lachay, 

then heads down toward the street.  In VO, we hear Brother Mercy.  He’s going to return the 

artifacts to Father Frank, and then he’s going to see if he can find Angie.  He will tell Father Frank 

that he must.  As he drives away from the Casino, he sees it ignite into a huge fireball in his 

rearview mirror.  FADE TO BLACK. 



LEVEL 3 – EXT. THE CATHEDRAL 

BEAT 3A – GET ME TO THE CHURCH ON TIME 

Brother Mercy arrives at the Church to find it under attack by the surviving Crusaders.  He springs 

into action, taking out guys right and left. 

Note that if we’d like another combat unit, Brother Mercy could have to run a gauntlet of Papal 

Assassins (or something like that, if we like that group) and return the goods.  Maybe once they 

know he has the artifacts, the Papal assassins help him in wiping out the last of the Crusaders.   

BEAT 3B – IN THE OUT DOOR      

Brother Mercy fights his way inside the Church. 

LEVEL 4 – INT. ST. JUDE THADDEUS CATHEDRAL – CONTINUOUS 

BEAT 4A – SHHHHH... 

Our final set-piece battle for Brother Mercy as he battles against the Crusaders who are 

assaulting the church.  Huge gun and stealth and melee action, with the entire interior of the 

church being destroyed in the process.   

BEAT 4B – I’M NO ALTAR BOY 

Brother Mercy’s final objective is to protect Father Frank, who the last Crusaders have cornered 

near the Altar.  Using all of his sniping and hunting skills, Mercy must kill the attackers before they 

can reach Father Frank. 

When he smokes the last of them, Brother Mercy returns the artifacts to Father Frank.  He tells 

him that he wants to go looking for Angie-Baby, but Father Frank says that she is dead.  This 

time, for real.   But in that in her death, Mercy’s life has been restored.  Mercy says then there is 

nothing left for him to do than to finish the list.  But Father Frank stops him.  The war is started.  

The Casino is destroyed.  Father Frank tells him that the last two names on the list can wait.  For 

now.   

Brother Mercy looks at the list as the Cathedral bells begin to ring.    The last two names are 

Senator Roark and... Marv.  FADE TO BLACK.  

CHAPTER 9 – ORDERS FROM GOD – END 

 


